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Let me first state that I am an advocate of crypto currency. I believe that Decentralized
Finance and blockchain are a disruptive and innovative technology that will usher in a
new online ‘industrial revolution’. That being said; it is my belief that members from
shadow banking institutions and the Wall St. elite have sought to enforce a dominating
presence across the entire sector. In doing so, prohibiting crypto currency from truly
being a free and decentralized platform for the masses, they have used its democratic
potential to launder trillions of dollars from the proceeds of illegal activities including
naked short sales not just in the United States of America but worldwide.
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PREFACE:

I am only but a humble ape.
I am not a financial adviser. I do not provide any financial advice below.
Many thoughts here are my opinion, and others can be speculative.

I worked in private banking and savings & investments for a big bank in the UK before moving to
a competitor in which I worked in ISA investments for some time.

I have always been entrepreneurial and have for some time now been GPU mining and running
passive incomes through PoW mining and then evolved to using LP token creation and DeFi
(Decentralized Finance) usage to further my portfolio progress.

I run both a crypto portfolio and a stocks and shares portfolio. At this moment in time however I
only hodl one position and that is GME.

I decided to question why this is the only position I chose to hodl when it came to my portfolio
overall;



CHAPTER 1:

AN APES INTRODUCTION TO CRYPTO:

In crypto you have multiple ways to create it.

PoW - Proof of work mining. (Mining)

It is the use of GPU graphics cards or ASICs to solve algebra / algorithmic equations to continue
the blockchain often done in pools of combined resources from many miners.

It is needed to make the online currency work without a company or government running the
show. It is a necessary part of adding new blocks to the blockchain

PoS - Proof of stake (Staking)

The main idea is that participants can lock coins (their “stake”), and at particular intervals, the
protocol randomly assigns the right to one of them to validate the next block. Typically, the
probability of being chosen is proportional to the amount of coins – the more coins locked up,
the higher the chances.

DeFi (Decentralized Finance) & the use of LPs (Liquidity Provider tokens)

DeFi platforms allow people to lend or borrow funds from others, speculate on price movements
on a range of assets using derivatives, trade crypto, insure against risks, and earn interest in
savings-like accounts.

DeFi uses a layered architecture and highly composable building blocks. Some DeFi
applications promote high interest rates but are subject to high risk

The majority of which are built on the ERC20 network however alternative networks are
available for the same practices.

The E network is prevalent due to the ability to create smart contracts

A smart contract is a self-executing contract with the terms of the agreement between a buyer
and a seller being directly written into lines of code. The code and the agreements contained
therein exist across a distributed, decentralized blockchain network. The code controls the
execution, and transactions are trackable and irreversible.

Smart contracts permit trusted transactions and agreements to be carried out among disparate,
anonymous parties without the need for a central authority, legal system, or external
enforcement mechanism.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decentralized_finance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptocurrencies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interest_rate
https://www.coindesk.com/learn/ethereum-101/ethereum-smart-contracts-work
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blockchain.asp


While blockchain technology has come to be thought of primarily as the foundation for bitcoin , it
has evolved far beyond underpinning BTC itself.

Smart contracts render transactions traceable, transparent, and irreversible.

ELIA: I make a spreadsheet, add a column that the person who I send it to can insert their
username, they then send the spreadsheet to the next user and so on. The information
submitted by the previous member isn’t erasable, once that information is submitted onto the
spreadsheet it will always remain, the only thing you can do is to add a new entry and pass it
along.

How Smart Contracts Work: (A brief history)

Smart contracts were first proposed in 1994 by Nick Szabo, an American computer scientist
who invented a virtual currency called "Bit Gold" in 1998, fully 10 years before the invention of
bitcoin. In fact, Szabo is often rumored to be the real Satoshi Nakamoto, the anonymous
inventor of bitcoin, which he has denied.

Smart contracts are defined as computerized transaction protocols that execute terms of a
contract. He wanted to extend the functionality of electronic transaction methods, such as POS
(point of sale), to the digital realm.

Szabo also proposed the execution of a contract for synthetic assets, such as derivatives and
bonds. "These new securities are formed by combining securities (such as bonds) and
derivatives (options and futures) in a wide variety of ways. Very complex term structures for
payments can now be built into standardized contracts and traded with low transaction costs,
due to computerized analysis of these complex term structures."

In simple words, he was referring to the sale and purchase of derivatives with complex
terms.

Many of Szabo's predictions in the paper came true in ways preceding blockchain technology.
For example, derivatives trading is now mostly conducted through computer networks using
complex term structures.



Smart Contracts today are used in DeFi (Decentralized Finance) to create & generate
wealth through Liquid provider tokens (LPs)

This is a non physical way of creating crypto and it is based around the fundamentals that  you
can stake your asset, or you can use DeFi by which you add your funds to a giant liquidity pool
in which the more funds in it, the easier the flow of transactions in and out to bounce off other
currencies against it. In short you get paid handsomely to be an automatic market maker
through whats called 'smart contracts'

In return for staking your assets in these liquidity pools you are paid a live constantly rolling
interest payment that works out on average maybe 100% per annum. These interest payments
can be capitalized and compounded in your initial investment.

In other words, whilst you buy and hold a crypto, you are earning a constant high
yielding dividend payment on it and still have the ability to move funds in and out without
any hindrance or clauses.

Here are 2 of the DeFi platforms that are popular that I have experience in using:

PANCAKE SWAP https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/pancakeswap/

&

UNI SWAP https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/uniswap/

To put the incentives into perspective:

Currently right now on one of the most popular DeFi exchanges, you can earn up to 120.47%
APR (at time of writing) compounded and capitalized as often as you want.
At the start of the year some of these pools were running at 500-600%+ APR compoundable.

https://pancakeswap.finance/pools

The SHF model worked prior to May 4th by utilizing these exchanges. NSCC 802 curtailed the
bulk of that leaving little choice but to store excess funds on 0% in overnight reverse repos,
essentially going from highly profitable assets to assets being eaten by inflation.*

More perspective:

The US 2yr treasury is 0.16% yield
The US 5yr treasury is 0.78% yield
The US 10yr treasury is 1.49% yield
The average ETF investor earns 8% APR
The average SP Index investor earns 10% APR

*at time of writing, now currently increased to 0.05% 21/06/21

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/pancakeswap/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/uniswap/
https://pancakeswap.finance/pools


CHAPTER 2:

SO YOURE WONDERING RIGHT NOW WHY IN THE FUCK AM I TALKING CRYPTO ON
SUPERSTONK?

First we need to consider what money we are talking about, where is it coming from, any
previous proof, paper trails to consider or unusual correlations.

We know of the correlations with KOSS and other meme stocks.

THE BACK STORY:   Looking closer:

Please check below a chart of GME VS USD/ETH/BTC

https://cryptorank.io/price/game-stop-stock-bittrex

https://cryptorank.io/price/game-stop-stock-bittrex


When there is a large price INCREASE in GME the price of ETHEREUM goes DOWN $1USD
compared to GME

When there is a large price DECREASE in GME the price of ETHEREUM goes UP compared to
1$USD GME.

If it is is a small change in gme price the correlation is not necessarily there but it is
ALWAYS there when there a substantial net change and ALWAYS follows the same
pattern

Compared to the day before.

Basically the price of ethereum compared to 1$USD changes based on large changes in
GME price and it is dependent on a rise or fall and ALWAYS follows this pattern

compared to the day before price

All we need to do is see the closing price of ethereum and other tokens compare them to
gme price and you can find significance based on price change ALWAYS

In a very quick TLDR:

You can use Bitcoin to purchase tokenized stocks which are then convertible to the real
stock so if you purchase the stock with Bitcoin while Bitcoin is high then it costs less
bitcoin to buy the stock especially if you pumped the market in preparation for it.

so pump crypto market then buy your GME shares through tokenized stocks. The broker
comes out even or a bit ahead since the tokenized stock trades a couple dollars higher
than the real stock and the short hedge funds just bought GME with an inflated currency
compared to $USD.

The crypto rule that dropped the price may have prevented this and it shows on the
inflation comparison of crypto compared to GME

The tokenized stock market was a way to purchase their FTDs at a lower price then screw
crypto holders after

I included a graph in the analysis of the change in price from the previous day of GME,
ETH, and BITCOIN. I misunderstood the data when I first reported it, it appears ethereum
and bitcoin get pumped with GME



As you can see there is some correlation for sure with GME and the Top two Cryptos. The
correlations seem to diverge after march and correlate strongly on the highest FTD cycles and
accompanying price drops.

I will dive deeper into this correlation later in this DD.

Credit: u/SajiMeister

WHY IS THERE A CORRELATION?

Where is all the money going to from naked short selling?

It is my belief that It is the same money

This leads me onto my follow up question:

WHERE'S IT COMING FROM AND GOING TO?

Naked short selling globally, Lucy Kosimar stated the UK was far worse than the USA -
its a global problem.

Being a British Ape this caused alarm bells to go off in my head and then it dawned on me just
how large a scale of a problem this is.



An interesting example:

https://www.securitiesfinancetimes.com/securitieslendingnews/industryarticle.php?articl
e_id=224548&navigationaction=industrynews&newssection=industry

https://www.securitiesfinancetimes.com/securitieslendingnews/industryarticle.php?article_id=224548&navigationaction=industrynews&newssection=industry
https://www.securitiesfinancetimes.com/securitieslendingnews/industryarticle.php?article_id=224548&navigationaction=industrynews&newssection=industry


Citadel Securities banned for 5 years in china because of illegal practices:

https://www.financemagnates.com/institutional-forex/regulation/citadel-securities-fined-9
7m-in-china-for-malicious-short-selling/

https://www.financemagnates.com/institutional-forex/regulation/citadel-securities-fined-97m-in-china-for-malicious-short-selling/
https://www.financemagnates.com/institutional-forex/regulation/citadel-securities-fined-97m-in-china-for-malicious-short-selling/


https://www.scmp.com/business/markets/article/1846104/us-hedge-fund-citadel-banned-s
hare-trading-shanghai-account

The key points we need to take away from this article:

● The usage of HFT (High Frequency Trading) taking advantage of loopholes for arbitrage
purposes (don't worry we will briefly cover arbitrage) This will be important later on.

https://www.scmp.com/business/markets/article/1846104/us-hedge-fund-citadel-banned-share-trading-shanghai-account
https://www.scmp.com/business/markets/article/1846104/us-hedge-fund-citadel-banned-share-trading-shanghai-account


● Futures trading
● Citadel were probed for “SPOOFING” a practice that involves placing and then

cancelling orders, distorting the price in the process***

HEDGE FUND PREDATORY USAGE OF GLOBAL “MALICIOUS SHORT SELLING”

Q. Now where have we seen that happening before?

A.  Well stonks!



It will take for them to be liquidated to be covered.

If a short sold GME share is costing Citadel securities in interest for example, then to at least
make the balances a net position, they need to look for somewhere that they can place the
funds. All of a sudden the influx of buy orders increases; this was not part of the plan. Citadel
needs somewhere that can get a return of more than the interest on the borrowed shares to
remain net neutral at best.

Time to put on the thinking cap.



Holding cash it's expensive, time is your enemy. TICK TOCK.

Say for example:  I had a MOUNTAIN of cash like Pablo Escobars then as long as it can be
parked somewhere safe, I don’t care if I lose a small % due to rats and inflation. At the end of
the day I own it, it's my money, I can do what I want with it.

The Short Hedge Funds dilemma:

Not just Citadel Securities, but numerous financial institutions have the same problem.......they
currently hold TOO MUCH MONEY. But get this...it’s a bit harder to fix.
You see, they don't own the pile of money, but just possess it.

Naked short selling, simply put, is borrowed money.

Let me remind you how this compares to what a bank does….. It uses other people's
money to make profit for itself and then hands it back when asked nicely.

So having sold short hundreds of millions of shares not just across the NYSE but globally on
many companies (https://whalewisdom.com/short_position/holder/citadel-advisors-llc ), all of a
sudden this giant pile of cash needs a new home on the books, BUT, the fundamentals are
different. It's still borrowed money.

Unless as a bank you never intended to cover that is…..

https://whalewisdom.com/short_position/holder/citadel-advisors-llc


For example, interest on say lets see, a GME share, currently works out at 1% on ave. Back in
January this interest was hitting 82.9%

82.9% APR

A SHF needs to start looking outside the box. They have amassed so much capital through
short selling that accruing interest is no longer a viable option. Citadel can’t just sit on all this
extra cash. It has to be put to work or else there will be problems….

The fundamentals haven’t changed; Short sold shares are still borrowed money.



CHAPTER 3:
The Long Con begins;

LEVERAGE IN CRYPTO
“They mistook leverage for genius” - Steve Eisman

The industrialization of crypto currency and adoption of crypto wealth creation by the
shadow banking sector:

On April 24, 2018 the DTCC submitted new filings that essentially gave shadow banking free
reign to have their cake and eat it, quite literally (Cake LP tokens).

Please find below a press release submitted by the DTCC which was enacted by 1 may 2018,

https://www.dtcc.com/news/2018/april/25/challenges-around-derivatives-data-consistenc
y

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/shadow-banking-system.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/shadow-banking-system.asp
https://www.dtcc.com/news/2018/april/25/challenges-around-derivatives-data-consistency
https://www.dtcc.com/news/2018/april/25/challenges-around-derivatives-data-consistency


April 24, 2018 ‒ While significant progress has been made during the last eight years towards
establishing a global reporting framework for over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives transactions,
substantial work remains in the areas of data consistency, aggregation and access in order to
be able to effectively monitor and reduce systemic risk, according to a white paper published
today by The Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC), the premier post-trade market
infrastructure for the global financial services industry.

In its latest white paper, ‘A Progress Report on OTC Derivatives Trade Repositories: Many Miles
Travelled, More Yet to Go’, DTCC calls for continued focus on the definition and adoption of
data standards and the exploration of opportunities to leverage new and emerging technologies.

Enter the use of DeFi crypto currency & LP (Liquidity provider) token yield farming.

● Stablecoins
● The use of Liquidity Provider tokens & smart contracts
● Crypto synthetic assets. (hol' up say whut now!?)*

https://cointelegraph.com/explained/crypto-synthetic-assets-explained

http://www.dtcc.com/progress-report-on-otc-derivatives
http://www.dtcc.com/progress-report-on-otc-derivatives
https://www.coindesk.com/learn/ethereum-101/ethereum-smart-contracts-work
https://cointelegraph.com/explained/crypto-synthetic-assets-explained


STABLE COINS IN A NUTSHELL:

Stablecoins try to tackle price fluctuations by tying the value of cryptocurrencies to other more
stable assets – usually fiat. Fiat is the government-issued currency we’re all used to using on a
day-to-day basis, such dollars and euros, and it tends to stay stable over time.

Usually the entity behind the stablecoin will set up a “reserve” where it securely stores the asset
backing the stablecoin – for example, $1 million in an old-fashioned bank (the kind with
branches and tellers and ATMs in the lobby) to back up one million units of the stablecoin.

This is how a digital stablecoin and a real-world asset are tied together. The money in the
reserve serves as “collateral” for the stablecoin. A user can theoretically redeem one unit of a
stablecoin for one unit of the asset that backs it.

There is a more complex type of stablecoin that is collateralized by other cryptocurrencies rather
than fiat yet still is engineered to track a mainstream asset like the dollar.

And thus there lyeth the problem………



LETS GET ACQUAINTED WITH TETHER:

1. Tether’s total consolidated assets exceed its consolidated liabilities

2. Tether’s total consolidated liabilities exceed the quantity of tokens in issue

3. Therefore Tether’s reserves exceed the quantity of tokens in issue

Following this logic, “reserves” must equal total consolidated assets.



The fact that Tether’s reserves are cash equivalents doesn't matter. But what does matter is
capital.

For banks, funds and other financial institutions, capital is the difference between assets and
liabilities. It is the cushion that can absorb losses, from asset price falls, whether because of fire
sales to raise cash for redemption requests or simply, from adverse market movements or
creditor defaults.

Tether has very little capital. The gap between assets and liabilities is paper-thin: on 31st March
2021 (pdf)

Stablecoin holders are thus seriously exposed to the risk that asset values will fall sufficiently for
the par peg to USD to break – what money market funds call “breaking the buck”.

The money market fund Reserve Primary MMF broke the buck in 2008 due to significant losses
from its holdings of Lehman paper. Its net asset value (NAV) only fell to 97 cents, but that was
enough to trigger a rush for the exit. Reserve Primary became insolvent and was eventually
wound up.

Asset price falls could similarly result in Tether “breaking the buck.”

But unlike Reserve Primary, stablecoin holders wouldn’t be able to get their money out if asset
values fell. They would either have to try to sell their stablecoins on exchanges or sit tight and
hope that asset values recovered

It’s the risk of asset price falls that is the real problem for holders of Tether stablecoins, not lack
of cash for redemptions. Tether’s asset base consists almost entirely of assets that are exposed
to the risk of default, illiquidity and sudden price falls.

I will demonstrate how stablecoins are being used for liquidity later on with my
introduction of NSCC 802.

https://tether.to/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/tether-assurance-mar-2021-2.pdf
https://tether.to/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/tether-assurance-mar-2021-2.pdf
https://dealbook.nytimes.com/2008/09/17/money-market-fund-says-customers-could-lose-money/


Tether’s asset base consists almost entirely of assets that are exposed to the risk of default,
illiquidity and sudden price falls. We don’t know how serious this risk is, but it’s reasonable to
assume that the worse the rating of the assets, the greater the likelihood that the par peg will
break.

Tether : 17/06/2021

Arbitrage:

In economics and finance, arbitrage is the practice of taking advantage of a price difference
between two or more markets: striking a combination of matching deals that capitalize upon the
imbalance, the profit being the difference between the market prices at which the unit is traded.

It is a chain of transactions whose purpose is to make a profit on the difference in crypto prices
on different exchanges. In other words, we buy for less in one place then sell for more in
another place. The main thing is not to confuse yourself with all the movement of funds.

The most common reason for the difference in price is a lack of liquidity on one exchange vs
another.



Pic: Visual on a traders approach to arbitrage.

NOTE: Hedge fund prolificacy & their usage of HFT(High Frequency Trading) in Wall St.
constantly scouring all markets using AI searching for arbitrage (price differences) to profit from.

The addition of crypto to the financial world therefore would be no different. It simply just
increases the size of the pool of liquidity for the fish to swim in



ANOTHER QUICK EXAMPLE OF AN UNSTABLE STABLECOIN:

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/liquity-usd/

On May 20th @ 1.00am UK GMT you can see a deviation, “Breaking the Buck”

This coin also has synthetic assets in the form of tokenized coins tied to it.

Arbitrage ref: $0.88 when it is supposedly tied to the $USD 1:1.  More than a 5% deviation
indicates a  “Breaking of the buck”

On May 19th - Wall St had liquidity tests - this is ARBITRAGE in an UNSTABLE stablecoin.

Ask the question; Who is authorizing a currency to be created out of thin air backed by
the federal reserve in $$$s? Where is the money going to?

It's an under the counter form of shadow inflation. Physical Dollars get printed, eDollars
get minted. 1:1

Tether is minting 1 bil UST at a time but understand this, it is also a private entity NOT in
US jurisdiction but even more, it’s anonymous WTF?!?
Now let's look at what can be built on the back off Tether / UST

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/liquity-usd/


SYNTHETIC ASSETS:

Despite sounding confusing and kind of sci-fi, synthetic assets aren't all too difficult to wrap your
head around.

To understand synthetic assets, the first thing to know is that they're derivatives & derivatives
are LEVERAGE

https://cointelegraph.com/explained/crypto-synthetic-assets-explained


Let's define what derivatives are. A derivative is any asset that derives its value from an
underlying asset or index.

Suppose a derivative's value is tied to the value of another asset via a contract. In that case, we
can trade the movement of that value using trading products like futures and perpetuals.

Instead of using contracts to create the chain between an underlying asset, the derivative
product, synthetic assets tokenize the relationship. This means that synthetic assets can impart
exposure to any asset in the world — all from within the crypto ecosystem.

A synthetic asset is simply a tokenized derivative that mimics the value of another asset.

Imagine that you want to trade Gamestop stocks without holding the $GME asset itself.
Using a synthetic, you can trade $mGME (synthetic mirroredGME) instead, which
behaves like the underlying asset by tracking its price using data oracles such as
Chainlink.

Q: Who could potentially go long on an anonymous mGME when they know the brakes
may be applied on a short sale for example?

A:

Advantages of crypto synthetic assets vs. traditional derivatives



Traditional derivatives were once groundbreaking in their ability to unlock additional value from
assets like equities. However, crypto synthetic assets are taking liquidity access to a whole new
level.

Here are just a few advantages synthetic assets have over traditional derivatives:

● Anyone can issue them: Blockchain-based synthetic assets can be minted by anyone
using open-source protocols like Synthetix and Mirror.

● Worldwide liquidity: Synthetics can be traded on any crypto exchange in the world,
including unstoppable decentralized exchanges.

● Borderless transfers: Synthetic assets are blockchain assets like ERC-20 tokens; you
can send and receive them between standard cryptocurrency wallets.

● Frictionless movement: Switch between equities, synthetic silver/gold, and other assets
without having to hold the underlying asset.

Generally speaking, synthetic assets enable far more liquidity across global exchanges,
swap protocols, and wallets than traditional derivatives are even remotely capable of.

SYNTHETIC ASSETS MAKE TOKENIZING AND TRADING ANYTHING A REALITY:

The sheer power of crypto synthetic assets becomes more obvious the closer you look.

Imagine that anything — not just assets like equities — can be represented as a synthetic asset
token and, therefore, be brought onto the blockchain.

By enabling anything to be tokenized and brought onto the blockchain, synthetic assets
unlock untold pools of global liquidity.

Apart from simple market buying/selling and derivatives trading, synthetic assets create
possibilities for seemingly infinite markets and combinations for new sources of value.

Example:

Imagine a synthetic asset token that tracks corporate co2 emissions in an industrial zone.

When emissions rise, token holders (these may be locals living nearby, city officials, and outside
speculators) profit as the companies issue co2 tokens. However, when emissions decrease, the
companies profit by retaining tokens, incentivizing them to continually reduce co2 emissions.

Synthetic asset-based markets like these are just some of the ways synthetics break
trade out of the mold.



LETS DIVE INTO TOKENIZED STOCKS

(full credits to u/SajiMeister)

This section will dive deeper into regulations surrounding tokenized stock coins and their
potential connection to GameStop FTDs. Please see posts from __________ who was the
original bell ringer for the conundrum.

What are Tokenized Stocks?

“Tokenized stocks are tokenized derivatives that represent traditional securities, particularly
shares in publicly listed firms traded on regulated exchanges such as Tesla, Apple and
Facebook or ETFs like SPDR S&P 500. The key benefits of tokenized stocks include fractional
ownership of traditional securities, 24/7 access to markets, and greater liquidity to name a few.
These digital assets are backed 1:1 to traditional stocks, entitling holders to the same economic
benefits of owning the underlying stock.”

“Tokenized stocks are a tokenization of a digital total return swap contract (“TRS”) (similar to
contracts for differences). The Tokenized stocks value is based on and collateralized with the
underlying asset, a traditional security (typically a publicly traded equity) and the value of the
digital asset is determined by the value of the traditional security. For example, they are
collateralized by an equivalent notional amount of the traditional security (i.e., $100 of the debt

https://global.bittrex.com/discover/what-are-tokenized-stocks


derivative would be collateralized with $100 of the traditional security). This allows Tokenized
stocks to mirror the economic performance of the applicable reference traditional securities.”

“Tokenized stocks may also represent innovative baskets or indexes of traditional securities as
well as traditional securities plus cryptocurrencies (for example, the S&P 500 AND BTC).
Tokenized Equities may also include leverage as well as long or short exposure..” – From
bittrex.com

Well, that is interesting, it is a derivative of an actual stock. It is essentially a convertible.
Remember this because it will become important later.

One thing to mention briefly here because I will not touch on it later is that the last paragraph
says Bittrex also has convertible ETFs. A bonus tidbit is that they have a tokenized ETF basket
which contains…. Well just read it straight from the press release.

“The WallStreetBets Index, or WSB, officially trades under the ticker WSB-0326, and tracks the
price of 5 stocks and 2 cryptocurrencies. Thus the index is made up of shares from Nokia
(NOK), BlackBerry (BB), AMC Entertainment (AMC), GameStop (GME), iShares Silver Trust
(SLV) and Dogecoin tokens (DOGE) and the FTX Token (FTT).”

Source

January 27

Guess what tokenized stock gets added to FTX during the height of the January squeeze… You
guessed it GME.

Wait, that is not the only one. They also added a bundle of WallStreet bet favorites. You also
can guess this was done on January 27th .

https://www.nercenter.org/wallstreetbets-ftx-creates-tokenized-versions-of-actions-suspended-by-robinhood/


Citadel and FTX

Guess who gets added as their first president on May 14. A FREAKING CITADEL executive.
Source.

“Harrison will be in charge of helping FTX.US "massively scale out," FTX.US CEO Sam
Bankman-Fried said in a statement Thursday. Harrison's expertise is in developing trading
technology. In his most recent role at Citadel Securities, Harrison was head of semi-systematic
technology, where he oversaw a team of more than 100 engineers.”

https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/104870/ftx-us-former-citadel-securities-brett-harrison-crypto-exchange
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/104870/ftx-us-former-citadel-securities-brett-harrison-crypto-exchange
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/ftxus-appoints-brett-harrison-as-president-301291096.html


Robin Hood and FTX

The chief Operating officer is Sina Nader who previously headed the crypto business at
RobinHood. OH BOYYYYY.

So, let’s summarize ownership…

● Founder is a former trader on Jane Street Capital’s ETF Desk
● President is Former Citadel Exec of Semi-Systematic Technologies – May 2021
● Chief Operating Officer is the former head of crypto at Robin hood – Sina Nader.* –

August 2020

*A little more information on Sina Nader. Previously, he held positions at Morgan Stanley and
Credit Suisse and was a former director at private crypto investment firm CryptoLux Capital.

Nothing to see here…… No conflicts of interest for sure….

FTX and Head of SEC Gary Gensler



A LOOK INTO VOLUME OF TOKENIZED STOCKS IN FTX



As you can see in the graph above, on January 28th the volume of synthetic GME Traded was
somewhere at 5.129 million. I believe this in USD so let us use 200$ as the average price for
this day. 5,129,000 divided by 200 equals roughly 25,000 shares. This doesn’t seem like much
but in order to trade this number of shares then you would need to have the token backed by
actual shares.

Well the broker who purchases the shares to back the coin is CM-Equity. Well as you probably
already have guessed and can look up yourself… CM-Equity does not claim to have any
ownership of shares in SEC filings… Did you also know that Bittrex and Binance also have
tokenized GME stocks as well as other meme favorites? Bittrex and Binance are also backed by
stocks purchased from CM-Equity. So, 3 major tokenized stock dealers who are backed by
actual stocks custodied through CM-Equity but yet CM-equity does not have any SEC filings.
Very Strange.

Next we will look at on board volume for FTX GME Tokens.

So the onboard volume shown starts from the first day GME was offered, January 27th. The
volume starts positive then goes to negative… So OBV is just the volume from second day
minus the volume from the first day and then accumulates every day. Why would the OBV go
negative to -5,000,000 volume. That is a 10 million change since the original position and
appears to show a net short position among traders… SHORT POSITIONS HMMM.

Search FTX all day and night and you won’t find anything about short positions on tokenized
stocks except in their FAQ.



So something, something short exposure. It will take more digging to figure out exactly what is
going on with the short exposure but I WILL FIND IT EVENTUALLY.

Tokenized Stocks FTD Theory 1 – Pump and Dump Crypto to Purchase GME FTD’s at a Lower
Price.

So now that we have a clear understanding of what tokenized stocks, let's dive into a theory one
on how shorters and FTD holders can take advantage of this.

As you know, you can purchase tokenized stocks with any accepted crypto on the exchange.
You can then trade in your token for the actual share using CM-Equity.

The first theory is straightforward. You can pump up the crypto market when buying your FTD’s
through CM-Equity so that your crypto is worth more when purchasing your FTD’s. You then
liquidate your pump in order to not have some other whale take advantage of your pump. For
this to be true you would see crypto prices increasing from the previous day as GME goes
through major FTD cycles. The below chart represents some correlation regarding change from
previous day on GME, Bitcoin and Ethereum.



As you can see there is some correlation for sure with GME and the Top two Cryptos. The
correlations seem to diverge after march and correlate strongly on the highest FTD cycles and
accompanying price drops.

This is only Bitcoin and Ethereum. Mapping out other altcoins such as DOGE would also give
more Data points.

The theory is simple start pumping crypto prior to January because you see the writing on the
wall. Doing this allows you to use some of your inflated assets to purchase GME shares. You
could always liquidate crypto to do this but my gut feelings is something happened in January
where the liquidation of crypto was not giving them the best bang for their buck so they got with
their friends in FTX, Bittrex, and Binance to create these stock tokens for the “wallstreet bet
meme stocks”. The claim by these companies was to give retail the opportunity to trade these
without the fear of trading interruptions that were going on with Robinhood.

So when did Robinhood prevent users from selling on their app? 1/28/2021. These companies
created these tokens the day before and even got all of that approved in hours through their
custodied partner CM-Equity just to fight off the evil RobinHood for retail. Yea… OKK.

Tokenized Stocks FTD Theory 2 – Using Tokenized Stocks to Move their FTD Cycle to T+35

SEC Regulations on Short Sales



Let us get into the boring SEC stuff. I had to pry my eyes open for hours to understand this
mess.

So what are the borrowing and delivery requirements for a short sale? Below is taken straight
from the SEC rule book that is in effect today

“(b) Short sales. (1) A broker or dealer may not accept a short sale order in an equity security
from another person, or effect a short sale in an equity security for its own account, unless the
broker or dealer has: “

“(i) Borrowed the security, or entered into a bona-fide arrangement to borrow the security; or “

“(ii) Reasonable grounds to believe that the security can be borrowed so that it can be delivered
on the date delivery is due; and “

“(iii) Documented compliance with this paragraph (b)(1).”

That seems straightforward and reasonable but wait of course the rules don’t apply to everyone.
See the next clause which is an exceptions clause. I only pasted over the two important ones
relating to this post. The rest can be found here in section 242.203.

“(2) The provisions of paragraph (b)(1) of this section shall not apply to:

(ii) Any sale of a security that a person is deemed to own pursuant to §242.200, provided that
the broker or dealer has been reasonably informed that the person intends to deliver such
security as soon as all restrictions on delivery have been removed. If the person has not
delivered such security within 35 days after the trade date, the broker-dealer that effected the
sale must borrow securities or close out the short position by purchasing securities of like kind
and quantity; “

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CFR-2012-title17-vol3/pdf/CFR-2012-title17-vol3-part242.pdf


“(iv) Transactions in security futures.”

So as long as you can deem to own it following any of the exceptions laid out in § 242.200 then
you now have extended your delivery timeline to 35 consecutive days from the day of purchase.
You can also legally have short sale transactions in security futures. HMMMM INTERESTING.
Did you know there are security futures in tokenized coins… Don’t worry we will get into that
later.

What the hell is in section 242.200 short sell and marking requirements? Let us dive in.

“§ 242.200 Definition of ‘‘short sale’’ and marking requirements.

“(a) The term short sale shall mean any sale of a security which the seller does not own or any
sale which is consummated by the delivery of a security borrowed by, or for the account of, the
seller.

(b) A person shall be deemed to own a security if:

(1) The person or his agent has title to it; or

(2) The person has purchased, or has entered into an unconditional contract, binding on both
parties thereto, to purchase it, but has not yet received it; or

(3) The person owns a security convertible into or exchangeable for it and has tendered such
security for conversion or exchange; or

(6) The person holds a security futures contract to purchase it and has received notice that the
position will be physically settled and is irrevocably bound to receive the underlying security.

Well now we can see that there are three possible ways already under 242.200 where it is
possible to do some tokenized coin fuckery. Rules 2, 3 and 6 are what we are going to focus on
but let’s get into some terminology that we will have to get familiar with first.

Security Futures Contracts

“A security futures contract is a legally binding agreement between two parties to buy or sell a
specific quantity of shares of a security (i.e., common stock or an exchange-traded fund) or a
narrow-based security index at a specified price, on a specified date in the future (known as the
settlement or expiration date). If you buy a futures contract, you are entering into a contract to
buy the underlying security and are said to be "long" the contract. Conversely, if you sell a
futures contract, you are entering into a contract to sell the underlying security and are
considered "short" the contract. The price at which the contract trades (or the “contract price”) is
determined by relative buying and selling interest on a regulated.” – Finra

So it is a contract between two parties to buy a security or index security in the future at a
specified price.



One common asset that this is done with is oil. The price of oil is very volatile so to handle some
of that volatility, a refinery will negotiate a futures contract of oil. Let’s say oil is trading at 80$ a
barrel and one entity on the deal thinks oil will rise and the other thinks oil price will drop. To
make a win-win contract for the future and handle your balance sheets better, you negotiate
future contracts on the price of oil. So, you may agree to pay 90$ in a month for 1 million barrels
of oil.

How do futures on tokenized stocks work?

Information from Tokenized Stockbroker FTX below.

“FTX also lists futures on tokenized stocks, including tokenized futures.

Tokenized stock futures will track FTX spot markets as their index.  They will work the same as
futures on other FTX products, with the following conditions:

1) In the case of an ordinary dividend, the futures will not have any adjustments

2) In the case of many other corporate actions, including stock splits, significant spinoffs, etc.,
futures will adjust, either by changing denominators or by turning into a future on the whole
basket in the case of spinoffs.

3) FTX reserves the final right to determination.

4) Futures expire to their index (generally the FTX spot markets) over the relevant TWAP
period.”

Source.

So what is the difference between options and futures?

An options contract gives an investor the right, but not the obligation, to buy (or sell)
shares at a specific price at any time, as long as the contract is in effect.

By contrast, a futures contract requires a buyer to purchase shares—and a seller to sell
them—on a specific future date, unless the holder's position is closed before the
expiration date. - Investopedia

So can you get out of a futures contract at any time? Well let us look into Investopedia
again.

What about getting out of a futures contract?

“The investor may instead decide to buy a futures contract on gold. One futures contract has as
its underlying asset 100 troy ounces of gold. This means the buyer is obligated to accept 100
troy ounces of gold from the seller on the delivery date specified in the futures contract.

https://help.ftx.com/hc/en-us/articles/360051229472-Tokenized-Stocks
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/o/option.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/futures.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/difference-between-options-and-futures/


Assuming the trader has no interest in actually owning the gold, the contract will be sold before
the delivery date or rolled over to a new futures contract.

As the price of gold rises or falls, the amount of gain or loss is credited or debited to the
investor's account at the end of each trading day. If the price of gold in the market falls below
the contract price the buyer agreed to, the futures buyer is still obligated to pay the seller the
higher contract price on the delivery date.”

So initial collateral is needed. In the case of tokenized stock futures you also have to have
collateral in your account that can purchase the entire futures contract. There is a leverage
allowance for crypto but not tokenized stocks.

You can use tokenized stocks as collateral for crypto futures and vice versa. Here is a snippet
regarding using the tokenized stock as a collateral like Crypto tokens.

“Tokenized stocks are spot tokens, like BTC/ETH/FTT/etc. They can also be used as collateral
for futures trading on FTX, with a collateral weight of 0.85 (total) and 0.80 (initial).”

Source

FTX Futures

Here is how you post collateral for futures in FTX. Source

“Collateral for the futures is in stable coins.  The current set of accepted stablecoins is USDC,
TUSD, and PAX.”

To deposit or withdraw collateral, go to your wallet page and deposit either USDC, TUSD, or
PAX.  Depositing either will credit your account with 'USD', which is automatically used as
collateral for all of your futures trades.

By default all margin is posted in 'USD' in your wallet. USD can be funded by depositing USDC,
TUSD, PAX, BUSD, and HUSD.

Balances of the following coins also count towards collateral:”

https://help.ftx.com/hc/en-us/articles/360031149632
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/difference-between-options-and-futures/
https://help.ftx.com/hc/en-us/articles/360024780791-What-Are-Futures-
https://ftexchange.com/wallet


Tying this into GME:

So how can this help shorties? Well look at rule 6 that allows you to use the T+35 rule.

(6) The person holds a security futures contract to purchase it and has received notice that the
position will be physically settled and is irrevocably bound to receive the underlying security.”

Well, well, well. So shorters such as Citadel can make a futures contract that they hold full
collateral and will purchase the stock at a certain price in the future. FTX allows for leaving the
contract at any time so in order to meet SEC rules they would have to pre-arrange a future
settlement where Citadel has to purchase the shares at the end.

(3) The person owns a security convertible into or exchangeable for it and has tendered such
security for conversion or exchange; or

So as long as shorters OWN a convertible and have tendered such security for conversion or
exchange, they can use T+35. Basically, shorters can purchase stock tokens and make an
arrangement for future conversion. That’s where the grey area is and Citadel hiring an SEC



official can help them out. The futures contracts can also work out here, arrange a bitcoin
conversion in the future based on the current inflated rate and pay the bitcoin up front knowing
the bitcoin price is very inflated.

(6) The person holds a security futures contract to purchase it and has received notice that the
position will be physically settled and is irrevocably bound to receive the underlying security.

Well with this loophole you do not have to pay up front. You only have to have a legally binding
contract to purchase the security at a future date. Make the future contract with inflated crypto
prices then liquidate and purchase shares with your liquidated bitcoin price.

Pump a coin, trade a synthetic asset mirror stock at a high base coin price, coin falls in price,
you still own 1 synthetic gme. The synthetic GME is still like for like but the underpinning coins
value is volatile and fluctuating. This creates ARBITRAGE to buy and sell mGME based on the
foundation of a volatile underlying coin for example Doge, BTC, ETH or even a private coin,
allowing for windows to profit in.

Mirrored stocks & shares:

Maybe someone doesn’t want you to see ;P

mGME/UST

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/mirrored-gamestop-corp/

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/mirrored-gamestop-corp/


Heres one they prepared a little earlier:

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/mirrored-amc-entertainment/ UST/mAMC

BUT HOLD ON. WHY STOP THERE?

Planning on shorting ETFs? Remind me who was shorting ETFs? Lets make some money.

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/mirrored-amc-entertainment/


https://twitter.com/linearfinance/status/1369648943068549120?lang=en

Pornhub.com/Citadel-Home-page/Futures-Fetish
I reiterate the use of tokenized assets futures FX!!!

Pornhub.com/SEC-profile-page/Fetish-69/hard-w00d
Well look at what else peaked around the same time as nearly everything I’ve covered in this
DD.. talk about morning glory in May!

Even better still it's a mirrored synthetic asset based off yet another privately unstable
stablecoin

There’s a lot of synthetic asset derivatives tokenized off the stock market based on unstable
stablecoins isn’t there?

That sure is a lot of layers isn't it?

https://twitter.com/linearfinance/status/1369648943068549120?lang=en
https://imgur.com/44k7l3X
https://tradingeconomics.com/commodity/lumber


QuickFire Question..

Q. Do you know what else has layering in it?
A. Money laundering.

So let's ask ourselves,

Where do these synthetic assets originate from?

A bit like our little HoC Due Diligence and our discovery of rehypothecation, let's see where the
rabbit hole takes us…..



CHAPTER 4:

THE CRYPTO CARTEL

● JP MORGAN
● GOLDMAN SACHS
● CME
● BofA
● BARCLAYS

Some examples of platforms currently trading publicly, without a doubt there are many
more off exchange / out of view:

Meet Oxygen.org

*Interesting tidbit for you: https://www.oxygen.org/index.html

Oxygen is a DeFi Prime Brokerage protocol to help:

● Get trading leverage
● Generate yield
● Get liquidity
● Borrow to short

Against your portfolio of digital assets.

https://www.oxygen.org/index.html


They state:

‘Tested on trillions of dollars in the “real world” ‘.

More projects of the same kind:

Mirror finance: Synthetic asset protocol for creating & exchanging fungible tokens tracking the
price of off and cross-chain assets.

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/mirror-completes-bridge-binance-smart-020000240.html

Synthetix.io: Decentralized synthetic asset exchange protocol enabling anyone to mint,
exchange, and provide liquidity for a vast range of assets.

https://synthetix.community/docs/staking-snx-overview

https://synthetix.community/docs/trading-synths

https://ftx.com/en who we referenced above in the ‘Tokenized Assets’ section. I say no more.

https://terra.mirror.finance/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/mirror-completes-bridge-binance-smart-020000240.html
http://synthetix.io/
https://synthetix.community/docs/staking-snx-overview
https://synthetix.community/docs/trading-synths
https://ftx.com/en


A look at some of those credentials :



And who might have close ties to CME?

Meet the FUD maker himself: 'I don't know what a digital token is
Ken' - feb 19th 2021

Isn’t that an interesting turn of events, slap bang in the middle of it all, Kenny himself.

https://www.cmegroup.com/company/center-for-innovation/melamed-arditti-innovation-a
ward-winner-2019.html

NOTE THAT ALL PREVIOUS RECEIVERS OF THIS AWARD HAVE ALL BEEN
RECOGNIZED FOR DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES ADVANCEMENT.

Why did Ken ‘I don’t know what A digital token is for’ Griffin get awarded?

Q. You’re telling me that the head of the largest handler of retail order flow in the US markets,
who won an award for innovative contributions in his field, doesn’t know about the innovative
disruptive technology that is going to revolutionize the very industry he champions? BULL

Their involvement in the crypto markets is to ensure that they came out on top.

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/02/19/ken-griffin-rejects-the-idea-that-citadel-uses-personal-information-from-retail-investors.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/02/19/ken-griffin-rejects-the-idea-that-citadel-uses-personal-information-from-retail-investors.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/company/center-for-innovation/melamed-arditti-innovation-award-winner-2019.html
https://www.cmegroup.com/company/center-for-innovation/melamed-arditti-innovation-award-winner-2019.html


It's all about power

Look at the core team, all are common names on the SHF news headline cycles, the same
names keep cropping up

Even if you take CME out of the equation and look at the other banking institutions involved; it
normally always has the same appearances in the credits.
Just a little fine print fact:

The rules that apply to every single one of us don’t apply to Ken, he’s special & well tbh I just
love reading the back of shampoo bottles when Im sat on the toilet so if I see Ts & Cs Im all over
that like a fly.



If he was a retail customer he would have to ban himself.

https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/104870/ftx-us-former-citadel-securities-brett-harri
son-crypto-exchange

https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/66157/ftx-us-goes-live-ceo-says-the-crypto-exchan
ge-has-tons-of-liquidity-to-offer

https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/104870/ftx-us-former-citadel-securities-brett-harrison-crypto-exchange
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/104870/ftx-us-former-citadel-securities-brett-harrison-crypto-exchange
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/66157/ftx-us-goes-live-ceo-says-the-crypto-exchange-has-tons-of-liquidity-to-offer
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/post/66157/ftx-us-goes-live-ceo-says-the-crypto-exchange-has-tons-of-liquidity-to-offer


NOW THIS ROUNDS US ONTO AN EXCHANGE CALLED LINEAR FINANCE:
I dug into that rabbit hole too; you really should go play dot to dot too...

Let me just repeat what I mentioned a few pages ago:

“Apart from simple market buying/selling and derivatives trading, synthetic assets create
possibilities for seemingly infinite markets and combinations for new sources of value.”

WHAT IS A BLACK SWAN?

A black swan is an unpredictable event that is beyond what is normally expected of a
situation and has potentially severe consequences. Black swan events are characterized
by their extreme rarity, severe impact, and the widespread insistence they were obvious
in hindsight.

Key Takeaways

● A black swan is an extremely rare event with severe consequences. It cannot be
predicted beforehand, though after the fact, many falsely claim it should have been
predictable.

● Black swan events can cause catastrophic damage to an economy by negatively
impacting markets and investments, but even the use of robust modeling cannot prevent
a black swan event.

● Reliance on standard forecasting tools can both fail to predict and potentially increase
vulnerability to black swans by propagating risk and offering false security.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/blackswan.asp


Examples of Past Black Swan Events

● The crash of the U.S. housing market during the 2008 financial crisis is one of the most
recent and well-known black swan events. The effect of the crash was catastrophic and
global, and only a few outliers were able to predict it happening.

● Also in 2008, Zimbabwe had the worst case of hyperinflation in the 21st century with a
peak inflation rate of more than 79.6 billion percent. An inflation level of that amount is
nearly impossible to predict and can easily ruin a country financially.

Now reconsider how GME / BTC ETH Correlation looked at in
Chapter 2.

Do you see now?

Let me show you that correlation again, its justified:

Ah voila; The result of hedge fund & marketmaker fuckery with synthetic assets

Do you see now?



CHAPTER 5:

THE TETHER BETWEEN CRYPTO, RRRP’S & NSCC 802
(I know you know what I did there)

I noticed something interesting..

This piqued my curiosity and I dove a bit into a few different coin charts and had a look at
volumes traded.

We can only assume  that stablecoins do not fall into the same categories as the majority of
other crypto currencies. Due to DTCC reporting we can only see outlines of initiatives that are
enforced however rarely do we get to see the inner workings of the fine print on the paperwork.
In my interpretation, a stablecoin, being pegged directly to the $USD would not be subject to
‘material adverse change’ as it is a like for like coin. This is a strong conviction of mine however



the NSCC 802 filing breakdown simply confirms legislation but that we as the average person
are not privy to the inner workings of that information.

Tether, one of the StableCoins,

RED BOX: Funny how the volume dramatically increased right around the time NSCC 802 was
enacted, surely it's not just a coincidence?

ORANGE BOX: What happened on either may 13th and subsequently may 19th that could
affect this increase again? something happened on may 13th as this interestingly coincides with
the day that $GME started its uptrend.

BTC & ETH also bottomed out around this time at a flat 30k$ per BTC and 2k$ flat per ETH.

Another coincidence? No, it was because of wall street liquidity stress tests and subsequent
follow up tests on May 13th & May 19th because someone has been trying to hide too much
cash.



When the filing: SR-NSCC-2021-802 was posted I can remember at the time hearing
grumblings about crypto not being accepted as liquidity on balance books but had never
considered its ramifications.

please find below some of my findings.

on page 14 of SR-NSCC-2021-802 April 29, 2021



https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/nscc-an/2021/34-91720.pdf PG 14

https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/nscc-an/2021/34-91720.pdf PG 14

So in the NSCC filing it defines that the only acceptable form of 'qualifying liquid
resources' to include, among other things, lines of credit without material adverse
change provisions, that are readily available and convertible into cash.

Now this filing was on april 29th and had 5 business days to be enacted.

This takes us to May 4th.

Remember how I briefly touched on DeFi UNISWAP AND PANCAKE SWAP?

Well, have a look at this.........



https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/pancakeswap/



https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/uniswap/

you can see volume increases similar to short sold volume on GME : every spike in
volume relates to a movement in GME

They were parking their money in places where the daily returns were better than the
daily interest costs to borrow the shares

NOTE: LP TOKEN VOLUME CONNECTION TO GME SHORT VOLUME

Nearly all the DeFi pools peaked on May 3rd evening time rolling into May 4th



THE DOGECOIN PUMP & DUMP

Please find below an unusual Dogecoin eWallet that the quants checked out:

This wallet has been analyzed by our quant-ape team and we have deduced that there is a high
probability that this account in particular has been active in illegal / fraudulent market
manipulation.

If you look within the account to here:

Please see in the above sample, image 1, which is this account for doge coin holdings:

https://bitinfocharts.com/dogecoin/address/D8vFz4p1L37jdg47HXKtSujChhP9f3doTK

If you see the section I have highlighted you can see very clear unusual activity. We believe that
this specific account in advance mass purchased Dogecoin with the sole intention of a future
pump and dump scheme.  The purchase was made long before any true media spotlight or
notable increases in volume from retail investors.

The spike took place on 8 july 2020. The days prior to and after also had unusual activity.

If you look at both accounts:

Please find below attached dogecoin wallet #2:

https://bitinfocharts.com/dogecoin/address/D8vFz4p1L37jdg47HXKtSujChhP9f3doTK


#

Image 2.

https://bitinfocharts.com/dogecoin/address/DCUrdaVWg71kBqNSrYWHV4AnXgd7XDmHK1

This account has also been flagged by our quant team as having transacted under suspicious
circumstances.

If you look at the section I have highlighted, this is 8 July 2020. The day before and after there
was unusual activity on the account. This activity correlates with the account in image 1.

Please then see image 3 below:

https://bitinfocharts.com/dogecoin/address/DCUrdaVWg71kBqNSrYWHV4AnXgd7XDmHK1


Looking at image 3, you can see the deviation between the high and low prices throughout the
day on Jul 8th 2020. If you look at days either side of these transactions you can see further
unusual activity between the same 2 accounts on July 7th and July 9th.

It is on this evidence that I conclude that these accounts were used to artificially inflate the price
of Dogecoin by:

making transactions back and forth at overinflated prices, by doing so inflating the market cap
and on paper making it look like they have a lot more assets on their books than they actually
do, but also by inflating the coin they essentially test the viability of a pump and dump scheme.

If you look again on images 1 & 2 you can see another connection in which transfers were made
between accounts on the 13 march 2020 a further spike and retrospective dip. I believe this was
a ‘test round’.



Image 4.

The spike on May 8th 2021 was due to an appearance on, SNL, Saturday Night Live @
11.30pm ET

This is only a running thought on a certain ominous TV appearance.

Said person dealt with a history of shorts on their company themselves over the latter half of the
2010s.

With short positions having been squeezed out it resulted in many long positions being opened
in that company.

Said person  was stuck between a rock & hard place, if Doge tanked, his company tanked
(Doge was used to inflate SHF books who were long on other companies)

Therefore if Doge increased it gave hedges time to fight another day.

I THEREFORE ASK YOU TO THINK AGAIN  THE USE OF FTX WITH DOGE. WHO WAS
RUMOURED TO BE THE LARGEST HOLDER OF DOGE? DO YOU SEE?



The BTC accounts with unusual activity:

As identified by some members of our Quant-ape team

The worlds 4th largest bitcoin account

eWallet 1p5Z & a workin slush subsidiary eWallet

https://bitinfocharts.com/bitcoin/address/1P5ZEDWTKTFGxQjZphgWPQUpe554WKDfHQ

https://bitinfocharts.com/bitcoin/address/38UmuUqPCrFmQo4khkomQwZ4VbY2nZMJ67

One of our quant apes ran some analytics on several interesting BTC accounts that have
flagged up multiple times

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zC3Ooy-smF-Ub-Lpkoy7d6hh3I8NpVLh/view

Please look at the attached doc folder containing a list of the high volume pass working
downwards to lower volume pass in order of significance.

If you look at significant dates such as January you can see interesting activity and through
other date ranges I have mentioned spikes.

As much as these accounts are interesting, unfortunately there is no conclusive connection to
draw from them but I felt that they are worth mentioning as they were part of my research into
GME & crypto.

Take this information as you wish.

Also note the list of subsidiary temporary holding accounts.

https://bitinfocharts.com/bitcoin/address/1P5ZEDWTKTFGxQjZphgWPQUpe554WKDfHQ
https://bitinfocharts.com/bitcoin/address/38UmuUqPCrFmQo4khkomQwZ4VbY2nZMJ67
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zC3Ooy-smF-Ub-Lpkoy7d6hh3I8NpVLh/view


CHAPTER 6:

THE REPERCUSSIONS OF NSCC 802

If you notice on every single graph and chart I have presented to date, all have peaked in early
May 2021.

From StarWars day the crypto markets started a downturn.

Interestingly, on introduction of NSCC 802 on april 26th whilst awaiting to be initiated Bitcoin
rallied as Wall St. emptied DeFi TVL (Total Value Locked) and consolidated their portfolios into
BTC.

Post StarWars day all crypto TVL began its decline.

This led to some $900 billion dollars loss in total value of the crypto markets.

The global crypto market cap was over $2.5T only to decline to $1.37T as of 09:00am UK GMT
06/21/21 from 05/04/21

Too. many. god. damn. coincidences. FOLLOW THE MONEY!

from my understanding of reading the legislation in NSCC 802 with 'qualifying liquid resources
....without material adverse change provisions.' means that Tether likewise many other
stablecoins are not classified under the same asset grouping and therefore are not impacted by
this ruling.

https://coinmarketcap.com/alexandria/glossary/total-value-locked-tvl


It is certainly possible that we are looking at some of Kennys potentially laundered tendies right
here.

In essence the money that was withdrawn from interest yielding projects was cashed out and
converted into stablecoins and B coin ensuring books would balance as needed. There are still
large sums of hedge fund capital amassed in these projects , not everything was withdrawn,
only enough is withdrawn as necessary to balance books.

So you would think that with NSCC 802 in place that would be the end of it but hol’ up Kenny
figured out how to buy himself another few days.

Please find below a few charts of recent activity of a small sample of many searchable coins all
of which show interesting patterns in and around early May:

There are a whole host of similar coins all with similar upticks and start dates in ‘n’ around the
start of May 5th - May 13th, above is a small sample

If you scroll back up and check that Tether chart withe the orange and red boxes, look at around
the start of May and May 13th for me could you? See?



Privacy coins & their suspected use by hedge funds avoiding margin calls:

Q. CAN YOU HOLD A PRIVACY COIN SYNTHETIC ASSET ON PAPER THAT IS
UNTRACEABLE?

You could maybe even call it CAPITAL X, boomers aren't creative, I bet it was actually recorded
in the books under the name Capital X, WHO knows?

Privacy coins are a class of cryptocurrencies that power private and anonymous blockchain
transactions by obscuring their origin and destination. Some of the techniques used include
hiding a user’s real wallet balance and address, and mixing multiple transactions with each
other to elude chain analysis.

However, privacy coins handle two different aspects; anonymity and untraceability. Anonymity
hides the identity behind a transaction, while untraceability makes it virtually impossible for
third-parties to follow the trail of transactions using services such as blockchain analysis.

See below: PRiVCY coin purchased en masse from 1 hour after NSCC 802 was enacted.

The coin lay in wait until it was called upon on June 15th, yes, only yesterday,  to help balance
the assets/liabilities in a hedgies books.

https://medium.com/shapeshift-stories/what-are-privacy-coins-6df8622ebf76


They buy the coins for pennies, then sell a couple back and forth at overinflated prices in the
$,$$$’s, by doing so inflating the market cap and on paper making it look like they have a lot
more assets on their books than they actually do, to balance out their liabilities (naked short
positions.

So when did our reverse repo rates kick off, oh go on lets have a wee lookie look and
see.........

It looks like the exponential rocket ignited some time between may 3rd overnight and oh my god
May the forth be with you right before Cinco De Buyo day happened.

Reverse Repos simply signify that at this current moment in time there is nowhere safe to park
spare capital whilst being able to hold it in assets to balance books.

Therefore I cannot deduce that the increase in RRRPs are directly caused by SHF  shortselling
however it does indicate that the markets are frothing with liquidity.

Another interesting connection is the date in which NSCC 802 26/04/21 was presented. Look at
the date our RRRPs started, even before the May 3rd dip.

I also refer to the chart of BTC showing the NSCC 802 enactment and liquidity test day.

Making the connection that it was shadow banking sector / hedge fund money in crypto that was
rug pulled and hence initiated the decline of the crypto markets.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/shadow-banking-system.asp


https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/RRPONTSYD#

I believe that prior to the NSCC filing being passed and enacted, the SHF have been using DeFi
Proof of stake coins to hide a lot of the cash that had been amassed from having sold short soo
many shares across the field, not only in GME.

If you look at the correlation of when the Reverse Repo Rates ignited, it is the same time of this
filing, the same time crypto PoS tanks, and the same time that the NSCC enacts the filing to
prevent crypto being used as liquid.

I believe that prior to May 4th, these coins have been the primary location for hiding funds
gathered through naked short selling, and prior to may 4th these coins were considered liquid
assets on the bank balance sheets. Post May 4th, they are no longer considered liquid but
rather assets and so we then saw the overall downturn of the crypto markets.

There was further information late April/early May that precluded that Crypto due to
reclassification as an asset rather than liquid would be eligible for different tax status
(commodities/equities taxes)



THE FLIGHT TO QUALITY:

MAY 4TH and Cinco De Buyo day

That wonderful little bit of NSCC 802 legislation that was key to try and stop the hiding of illegal
funds from malicious short selling in the markets.

On page 14 https://www.sec.gov/rules/sro/nscc-an/2021/34-91720.pdf it states that “Qualifying
liquid resources” to include, among other things, lines of credit without material adverse change
provisions, that are readily available and convertible into cash.

By parking money with the Fed in the form of reverse repo rates, many institutions are no longer
receiving the hefty profits they once were achieving through crypto, DeFi or Staking, not just
SHF but all of Wall st.

Timeline courtesy of u/Taimpeng tyvm kind ape, you rock

End of Q1/March: DTC/creditors realize this is not going away.

April 1st, SR-DTC-2021-005 announced for review - The nuclear option ("MAD"). Would blow up
GME shorts and also everyone else in the market running similar scams.

April 8th, SR-NSCC-2021-802 announced for review, comments, etc. - A tactical nuke revealed.
By removing the ability to leverage crypto markets simultaneously for revenue and collateral
reqs, the short position will be unsustainable.

April 12th, SR-DTC-2021-005 PULLED (INDEFINITELY) FOR "REFORMATTING" - With the
tactical nuke in place, no need to keep full-scale Armageddon on the table, right?

May 4th, SR-NSCC-2021-802 takes effect - Tactical nuke detonation.

May 5th+ Overnight repos explode. Many DDs suggest the ON RRP is "a liquidity problem
framed as a collateral problem". It's both because the tactical nuke hit both.

https://www.reddit.com/u/Taimpeng/
https://www.reddit.com/r/GME/comments/mi3xdt/dtcc_new_proposed_rule_change_dtc2021005/
https://www.dtcc.com/-/media/Files/Downloads/legal/rule-filings/2021/NSCC/SR-NSCC-2021-802.pdf
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/mpmcyz/good_news_update_on_dtc2021005_according_to_john/
https://www.dtcc.com/-/media/Files/Downloads/legal/rule-filings/2021/NSCC/SR-NSCC-2021-802-Approval-Notice.pdf
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/RRPONTSYD#


Now remember the way I mentioned several dates:

April 26th: this was the cut off point for NSCC 802 to be contested. It was not contested.

R C tweeted on apr 26th that everything was on track

April 29th was the date that NSCC 802 would start to be initiated to be completed by 4th
May

R C tweeted on Apr 29th a meme of Mr Hanky

The penny drops…...

The tidal waves from that iceberg crashing into the water are coming.



We sit and watch chess & checkers being played in the lobbies of Wall St. Soon it will be
the game of dominos in the shadows that will shine the greatest light.



CHAPTER 7:

FIGHTING FIRE WITH FIRE: A GAMESTOP NFT

https://etherscan.io/address/0x13374200c29C757FDCc72F15Da98fb94f286d71e

https://etherscan.io/address/0x13374200c29C757FDCc72F15Da98fb94f286d71e


https://nft.gamestop.com/runner.html
Are you ready to set a new ATH?

What is an NFT?

An NFT is a non-fungible token.  That means it's a token you can buy, sell, and hold.  Unlike
most cryptocurrencies, there may be very few or only one of an NFT, and they might be
indivisible, meaning it may not be fungible with any other tokens.

NFTs can take a number of forms.  Sometimes, they can be redeemed for a physical object.
Sometimes the owner is entitled to an experience, like a movie or a phone call.  Sometimes they
are associated with a digital image.  Sometimes they are associated with nothing at all.

SOMETIMES THEY CAN EVEN BE WORTH -1/12 DFV

https://nft.gamestop.com/runner.html


BUY, HODL, BUCKLE UP. Every path followed is the same path walked.

CANTSTOP. WONTSTOP. GAMESTOP. I am not a cat
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